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About This Game

Fallen Times is an unique fast-paced, action-adventure, arcade fps shooter game featuring funny stuffs, anime yuri and
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more, with the mixture of old school mechanic, action game style boss fights, semi-open level design, and visual novel,
anime style storytelling! This game also allows you to play this game whether you want, either peek and pick, gun and run, or

just speedrun!
This game also manages the balance between drama and humor, makes sure that nothing is out of place. Not only you will

experience hilarious jokes and references, but also a simple yet well-written story.

What makes Fallen Times unique?

Fallen Times is set in a parallel universe where our earth is connected with another world, Fancy Moon, a once beautiful fantasy
world, has fallen into close-anarchy, due to the policy and imperialism invasion, and became the hotbed of crime and smuggling.

The story revolves around two of those criminals, where the player takes the role on Kristfina, a mercenary hired by a drug
smuggler, Hanna Rein. You'll experience Kristfina's journey while she explores the meaning of her life, and the relationship

between she and her boss, also her best friend, Hanna Rein. You DO NOT play as a heroine, a liberator, but a mere somebody
who tries to live in her own way out of this fallen land.
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 Play the game whatever you want! Either peek and pick, gun and run, or just speedrun!

 Old school style gameplay! There are no regenerating health or arrows that point towards objectives, but well-placed
hints and resources.

 Big, semi-open, handcrafted levels filled with secrets, where you can explore and have fun!

 Bloody hardcore! Just like games in the old-school era!

 The ability to replay levels! You can go back to previous levels to find secret you missed, collect resources or just replay
for fun!

 12 unique weapons range from real life guns to crazy chicken launcher, ancient magical spear and more!

 More than 15+ types of unique enemies and bosses, range from normal humanoids, dogs to unicorns, cute little puppies,
(NOT!) Muhammad, and more!

 Simple, yet well-written story featuring round characters and meaningful message, there's neither good or bad, only
people like you and me.

 Fair difficulty: 

 There's no cheap instant death, you won't get killed by your own attack, your medkits automatically heal you
when you are dying. This game makes sure that you lose not because of the bad design, but your own fault.

 Enemies make enough indications before attacking, ensuring that the AI doesn't feel like cheating and cheap.
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 Mega Man-style boss fights! All boss fights are short but filled with action sequences instead of being boring bullet
sponge.

 Extra 'boss rush' game mode after you finished the main story mode.

 'Collection' selection which you can view data from the game, and know more about the backstory of Fancy Moon.

 100% DRM FREE!!!

 *Spoiler* You f**k America instead of America f**k yeah. Because why not?
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Title: Fallen Times
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
DaFu Studio
Publisher:
DaFu Studio
Release Date: 9 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® 7 (64-bit)

Processor: Dual Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB Video Card with OpenGL support

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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No words can describe how horrible this game is. First of all, what kind of art style is that? Why are the proportions like that?
Why is it so bad? Why did steam even approve this?. Well I dont even know how to describe this game... I hate this game more
than words can express... If you read my other reviews you might know that i am used to horrific artrocities but this one takes
the f*cking cake. When I saw the loading screen I noticed 2 things right away, a humanoid cat and a crate filled with weed...
And after 10 seconds of playing this game I was sure that the developers had smoked round about that amount of weed before
developing this pile of sh*ite. I wont even start on how terrible the movement, gunplay, fov etc. is because that would take
f*cing CENTURIES. just avoid this game at all cost... I spend 40 cents on this game and considering what i got for the money
this price is a robbery...

A 1/10 would not do this game justice so my final verdict is a pile of goat sh*t/10. I wish I never knew this game existed. Welp,
besides the grammar nazi inside my chest trying to burst out, it`s an interesting game, pretty fast paced gameplay.
Give it a shot, it`s worth it`s price imo.. Repetitive and dull. Grind (or just speedrun) through braindead enemies to find a key,
backtrack to find another and so on.
last straw was a moment when I lost all my ammo and guns I was saving for obligatory boss battle, but ♥♥♥♥ me I guess.. Is
the darksouls of Visual Novels.. This game is boring, i'll admit the music is good but aside from that it's really cringey and not
worth buying
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Pros:
Variety of enemies
Plenty of weapons
Bosses every level
Long levels
Very unique played nothing like it before
Graphics are good
Fast Paced

Cons:
a few very minor bugs
Map designs ok

Overall its a very good game for the price. Still haven't beat it. Will definitely play it again.. This game isn't very good, but I
prefer it over the divorce i'm going through. 10/10
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Total♥♥♥♥♥♥game made on ♥♥♥♥♥♥ Unity engine..... somehow gta 5 runs better than this game, and because of this I
don't get to enjoy killing everything in my sights. Only get this game if you have a decent graphics card. Otherwise I'd stay away
since I only managed to play this game at 20 - 30 fps with everything set to low, and every effect turned off, saturation 0,
shadow distance 0, windowed, and 600 x 800 resolution. Then again I only have a laptop with an intel hd graphics 520, 8 gigs of
ram, and an intel i5. Otherwise this game seems pretty enjoyable for the price point.. This game is horrible. The AI and
movement are disgusting and the gunplay is insulting. The sound effects are an assault on my senses and the graphics are
downright bad.
I love it.
10/10 nobody is safe from sin.. boss it's too hard !
i need cheats

我連第一關的BOSS都打不過,請問可以放出調整難易度的機制或是密技之類的嗎. IT IS SO GODDAMN BAD, BUT I LOVE IT LOLOLOL.
WATCH OUT FOR THIS, DOOM!. Repetitive and dull. Grind (or just speedrun) through braindead enemies to find a key,
backtrack to find another and so on.
last straw was a moment when I lost all my ammo and guns I was saving for obligatory boss battle, but
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 me I guess.. I gifted this to a friend - he declined.

Just like darksouls, 10/10 IGN. 1. Isulting / offensive languages to the otaku.
2. Bad FOV, bad controls, can not switch guns with mouse wheel (this should be very basic functionality)
3. God damn boring.
4. Even Serious Sam will give you map and guideance.. Nice game, reminded me of a good old days.. Great for the memes and
speedrunning. Also its nice and cheap.
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